
RAKIT Drum Synthesizer KIT 

 

Background 
The Rakit Drum Synth is based on the (now rare) Boss PC-2/AMDEK PCK-100 percussion 

synthesizer. We wanted to produce a kit that would not only do sonic justice to the original 

but be able to put our own spin on it with extra modifications including:  

 Attack on/off 

 VCO & LFO wave shape selection 

 Pitch CV input 

The synth is triggered by a piezo disc which is sensitive to how hard you tap the top panel 

giving subtle differences in the envelope. The sounds are generated by a VCO (Voltage 

Controlled Oscillator) optionally modulated by a frequency sweep, LFO (Low Frequency 

Oscillator), Pitch CV (Control Voltage) or all three. There is a simple envelope generator with a 

fixed fast attack for punchy percussive envelopes and variable decay for super short to really 

long decays (5 seconds+). The sounds produced by the synth are perhaps not what you would 

normally expect to associate with drum sounds and can vary from big bass drums to tapping 

on glass to UFO space drum-wobbly things! See the end of this document for example 

settings and printable settings sheet to create your own. 

Assembly 
The kit is made entirely of interlocking PCBs and includes silkscreened artwork on all sides. 

Additionally unlike most kits the only wires that have to be soldered are the ones going to the 

piezo disc. 

Special care has been taken to make a kit that can be constructed with only basic soldering 

tools, the skill level required to build the kit is intermediate but clear instructions are included 

and should take an evening to complete.  

Tools required: 

 Soldering Iron & Solder 

 Flush Cutters 

 Pliers (optional but you might need them in a pinch [Ha!])  



Part Description Quantity 

3.5mm Mono Socket 3 

A100k Log Potentiometer 4 

B504 500k Linear Potentiometer 1 

B102 1k0 Linear Potentiometer 1 

50k Trim potentiometer 2 

2.1mm/5.5mm Barrel Power Socket 1 

Right Angle SPST Slide Switch 2 

Horizontal DPDT Slide Switch 3 

1n0 Box Capacitor 4 

3n3 Box Capacitor 1 

22n Box Capacitor 1 

47n Box Capacitor 3 

100k 0.6W 1% Resistor 11 

33k 0.6W 1% Resistor 2 

47k 0.6W 1% Resistor 12 

22k 0.6W 1% Resistor 4 

10k 0.6W 1% Resistor 5 

4k7 0.6W 1% Resistor 4 

390R 0.6W 1% Resistor 1 

4M7 0.6W 1% Resistor 1 

1k0 0.6W 1% Resistor 5 

56k 0.6W 1% Resistor 1 

1M0 0.6W 1% Resistor 1 

220k 0.6W 1% Resistor 2 

OTA IC BA6110 1 

Op Amp 4558 IC 1 

Op Amp 358/2904 IC 3 

3mm Blue LED 2 

Signal Diode 1N4148 3 

Schottky diode IN5819 1 

2N3904 NPN Transistor 2 

2N3906 PNP Transistor 2 

2SC945P NPN Transistor 2 

1u0 Electrolytic Capacitor 3 

10u Electrolytic Capacitor 2 

100u Electrolytic Capacitor 1 

PCB – Top, Inside, Left Wing, Right Wing 4 

Battery Snap to Barrel 1 

Rubber Tube 4 

 

 

 



 

Power In – The power socket accepts centre positive, 5.5mm outside 2.1mm to 2.5mm centre 

and voltages between 9 to 12V DC.  

Power Switch – Switches the unit on and off. The power indicator LED is just below the 

switch. 

Attack Switch – Switches the attack sound on or off, which is supposed to mimic the sound of 

a drumstick hitting a skin. It works to varying degrees and is dependent on the other settings. 

VCO Shape & LFO Shape – Select triangle or square wave. 

SENS (Sensitivity) – Sets the sensitivity of the trigger/piezo input. 

Decay – Sets the decay time, from really punchy to lingering. 

Rate – Controls the frequency of the LFO. 

Depth – Controls the amount of LFO applied to the VCO. 

Pitch – Controls the pitch (frequency) of the VCO. 

Sweep – Controls the amount of frequency sweep applied to the VCO. 

Sweep Direction – Selects the direction of the frequency sweep. 

Trigger [Input] – Apply external rising edge between 3V to 9V to activate the drum. 

Experiment with the sensitivity knob to find the right trigger level. 

Pitch CV [Input] – Apply between 0V to 5V to control the VCO pitch. Use the pitch knob to 

find the sweet spot for your external equipment. 

Output – A line level output designed to be fed into a powered amplifier/speaker. Should not 

be used to drive headphones or low impedance equipment. 



 

 Place the IC’s (Integrated Circuits) in the 

orientation shown, part identifiers shown on the 

silkscreen. 

Pin 1 is indicated on the 8 pin DIP (Dual Inline 

Package) IC and by a short line parallel to pin 1 on 

the silkscreen. 

 

Pin 1 is indicated on the 9 pin SIP  

(Single Inline Package IC) by a small indentation and 

an outlined pad on the silkscreen. 

   

 When placing the TO-92* transistors, they must be 

pushed down far enough such that they won’t foul 

the front panel. 

 

Level with or slightly taller than the DIP/SIP 

packages is fine. 

 

 

*name origin: Transistor Outline Package, JEDEC - 

Case Style 92. 

 
   

 Place the two 2N3906 in the positions shown 

carefully noting the orientation. 

 

Note: The transistors will only work in the correct 

orientation. 

 

   

 Place the two 2N3904 in the positions shown 

carefully noting the orientation. 

 

Note: The transistors will only work in the correct 

orientation. 

 

 

 

  



 

 Place the two 2SC945P in the positions shown 

carefully noting the orientation. 

 

Note: The transistors will only work in the correct 

orientation. 

 

 

   

 Place the diodes, IN5189 x 1 and IN4148 x 3. 

Making sure the band on the diode corresponds to 

the band on the silkscreen. 

 

Note: The diodes are polarity sensitive and will not 

work in the wrong orientation. 

   

 All diodes placed. 

 

   

 

 Place the electrolytic capacitors ensuring the long 

leg (positive terminal) goes in the square pad and 

the white line on the capacitor is on the same side 

as the filled silkscreen. 

 

Note: The electrolytic capacitors are polarity 

sensitive and will not work in the wrong 

orientation.* 

*Although sometimes they work badly for a little 

while and then randomly fail. 

 

 

  



 

 A few capacitors placed as outlined above, nicely 

butted up to the PCB. 

   

 All polarised capacitors placed. 

 

   

 

 Thread the spacers onto both the 3mm LEDs (Light 

Emitting Diode) and push them into the PCB short 

leg in the square pad. 

 

   

 

 

 Make sure the spacer and led are at right angles to 

the PCB, there should be no gap or very little room 

for movement in the spacer. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 All the resistors in this kit are installed vertically, to 

aid in insertion gently bend the leg round as 

shown. 

 

If a slight angle is left on the leg as shown it will 

spring back after insertion and aid in soldering. 

 

 

Note: Resistors are not polarity sensitive and can 

hence be installed any way around. 

   

 

 Additionally, once the resistor is inserted bending 

the legs outwards as shown will stop them 

dropping out during soldering. 

 

   

 

 A nicely seated resistor with the body in the 

silkscreen circle, not critical most of the time but 

might be useful in fault finding later on. 

 

   

 All resistors installed. 

 

 

 

  



 

 All box capacitors installed.  

 

Again, legs can be bent outwards to help during 

soldering and parts should be level and snug to the 

PCB. 

 

 

 

Note: None of the box capacitors on this design are 

polarity sensitive and can hence be installed any 

way around. 
   

 

 

 Two 50k Trimmers installed, should snap fit into 

the PCB. 

 

   

 

 

 Two slide switches, legs may need light forming to 

fit.  

 

 

 

   

 

 

 Three snap fit 3.5mm mono sockets. 

 

Note: It is critical that these are really tight to the 

PCB and the flat edge behind the thread is aligned 

with the edge of the PCB. This is to ensure the 

socket will be in the correct position when you affix 

the side panels later on. 

 

The snap fit does most of the work, but sometimes 

light pressure during soldering will ensure the best 

placement. 
 

 

  



 

 Progress so far. 

 

   

 Thread the wires from the piezo disc on the front 

panel through the hole and tie a simple knot. 

 

The tape applied to the piezo disc helps with strain 

relief and stops components shorting out on its 

metallic body. 

 

   

 

 Solder the wires onto the pads marked Piezo +/-. 

 

Red wire   = Piezo + 

Black wire = Piezo - 

   

 Place the potentiometers and switches in their 

footprints but DO NOT solder them yet. We will 

solder them after a few more steps 

 

 

The potentiometers should snap into the PCB, 

sometimes the mechanical legs need pushing 

outward slightly to get a tight fit. 

On the bottom each potentiometer has its value 

marked: B102 = 1k0, B504 = 500k, A104 = 100k 

 

 

  



 

 

 Place the top panel on. 

 

   

 Snap the left side into place try not to put too 

much sideways force on the potentiometers. 

 

Screw the nuts onto the mono jacks. 

 

   

 Repeat for the right hand side. 

 

Make sure all the sides look square with respect to 

one another and the unit has very little play.  

 

Tightening the mono jack nuts should remove any 

excess wobble. 

   

 

 We’ll solder the potentiometers before the 

switches. 

 

Apply a small amount of solder to one mechanical 

(large) pin of the potentiometer. 

 

Place a finger firmly on the potentiometer and 

reheat the joint, as the joint melts you will be able 

to feel the potentiometer move into place. 

 

 
 

 

  



 

 

 Test the potentiometer before soldering the rest of 

the pins. The potentiometer shaft should not rub 

on the panel when turned, if it rubs repeat the 

reheating of the joint but apply gentle pressure 

away from the rubbing point. 

When you are happy with the fit solder all the pins 

and repeat the process for the others. 

Note: rubbing will not cause a drum synth to not 

work but will cause the potentiometer to have a 

shorter working life and be more difficult to turn. 

   

 

 

 Now turn the unit upside down such that the unit 

is resting on the potentiometer knobs. 

 

   

 The switches should fall forward and press nicely 

against the front panel. To make sure gently tap 

the unit while upside down and poke the legs of 

the switches. 

Apply a small amount of solder to two of the 

switch legs. Turn the unit over, if the switch 

appears to be wonky or rubbing against one side 

you can heat up one of the joints and apply light 

pressure to correct the alignment. Repeat for each 

switch until happy and then solder all the legs. 

   

 

 

 Install the feet by pressing the rubber tube onto 

the long section of the cut-outs on the bottom 

edge of each side panel. 

  

 

 

  



 

 

 Pressed on. 

 

   

 

 And keep pushing until it snaps over the short nub. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Commisioning  

 

 

 

Depending on how confident you are either power it up or take off the sides and top just to make 

sure everything is in the correct orientation/polarity.  

 

After powering it up the LFO led should respond to the position of the rate knob, if it doesn’t 

disconnect the power and check the LED polarity. 

 

If all has gone well, connect the output to an amplifier/powered speaker and turn the VCA and 

volume trimmers all the way counter clockwise. You should now be able to hear the VCO, adjust 

the VCA trim until you can no longer hear it. Adjust the volume potentiometer until comfortable. 

 

At this point you should be able to trigger the drum synth by tapping it with a finger, if it does not 

trigger adjust the sensitivity. 

 

Experiment with the controls and have fun! 
 

 



 

 



 

 


